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Abstract
Given a 2nite or in2nite labeled transition graph de2ned by a graph grammar, we show
an algorithm that decides whether this graph is isomorphic to the reachable state graph of
some 2nite unlabeled Petri net and that produces in this case a minimal net realizing the graph.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Petri net realization problem for graphs is the question whether a directed
graph labeled on arcs is isomorphic to the reachable state graph of some Petri net, with
events of the net in bijection with labels of the graph. This problem, restricted to 2nite
graphs, was shown decidable for elementary nets [12, 13] and for P=T-nets [1–3, 5]. The
decision procedures are based on regions in graphs, or projections thereof on the state
graph of a net with a single place. Regions are implicit places, and synthesizing nets
from graphs amounts to making them explicit. The device of regions was introduced
by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [12]; it was adapted shortly after to 2t in with P=T-nets
under the step 2ring rule [19] or the sequential 2ring rule [11]. The characterization of
graphs isomorphic to state graphs of P=T-nets found in these papers applies to 2nite or
in2nite graphs. It is thus a shortcoming of our past attempts on the decision of the Petri
net realization problem to cope with 2nite graphs only. This may be felt all the more
because one can decide on the realization of formal languages by unbounded Petri nets
[10]. The decision applies notably to deterministic context-free languages and one might
be tempted to infer therefrom a decision of the Petri net realization problem for the
deterministic context-free graphs [20]. We do not know any reduction of one decision
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problem to the other; still, our goal is to show a decision of the Petri net realization
problem for context-free graphs. The main motivation is to explore the border of the
domain within which Petri net synthesis may be helpful. Two speci2c areas have
already been identi2ed in this domain, with applications to asynchronous circuits [9]
and to distributing reactive automata [6]). Solving the net realization problem for wider
classes of graphs or languages will hopefully open new 2elds of application. We present
below the 2nest version of the problem we can solve today. Deciding on net realization
for context-free graphs asks for combining the methods from [2, 10], thus mixing linear
algebra and operations on semi-linear sets, with revised techniques for computing 2nite
sets of generating regions in graphs with countable bases of cycles. The organization
of the paper is as follows.
2. Regions in graphs
Graphs isomorphic to reachable state graphs of Petri nets may be characterized by
two regional axioms adapted from Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg’s axioms for elementary
transition systems. The purpose of the section is to recall this characterization, appeared
with minor variations in [11, 19]. Let us 2x the terminology.
A graph is a transition system G=(S; E; T ) where S is a 2nite or in2nite set of
nodes (or states), E is a 2nite non-empty set of labels (or events), and T ⊆ S×E×S is
a set of labeled arcs (or transitions). An automaton is a directed graph G=(S; E; T; s0)
where s0 is a distinguished node (the initial state). In the sequel, s
e→s′ and s e→ are
abbreviations for (s; e; s′)∈T and ∃s′ ∈ S (s e→ s′). A reachable graph is a directed
graph such that S = {s | s0 ∗−→ s} where ∗−→ is the inductive and reGexive closure of
→ =∪{ e→| e∈E}. An event-reduced graph is a reachable graph such that every event
e∈E labels some transition in T . We are mainly interested in event-reduced graphs.
Let us adapt in consequence the de2nition of reachable state graphs of Petri nets.
Recall that a marked Petri net is a quadruple N =(P; E; F;M0), where P and E
are respective sets of places and events, F is the Gow relation, and M0 is the ini-
tial marking. The sets P and E are disjoint, markings are maps M :P→N, and F is
given by a map from (P×E)∪ (E×P) to N. The set P may be in2nite unless spec-
i2ed otherwise, but E is always 2nite. An event e has concession at marking M if
and only if M (p)¿F(p; e) for every place p, in which case it may be 2red, result-
ing in a transition M [e¿M ′ such that M (p) − F(p; e)=M ′(p) − F(e; p) for every
place p. Let ∗−→ be the inductive and reGexive closure of the relation → on mark-
ings such that M →M ′ if M [e¿M ′ for some event e. A marking M is reachable
if M0
∗−→M . The reachability set of N , denoted RS(N ), is the set of the reachable
markings. An event with concession nowhere in the reachability set may be con-
sidered 2ctitious and hence irrelevant. In this paper, we identify the reachable state
graph of the net N =(P; E; F;M0) with the graph N ∗=(RS(N ); E′; T;M0) such that
T = {M e→M ′ |M;M ′ ∈RS(N )∧M [e¿M ′} and E′= {e∈E | ∃M ∃M ′(M; e;M ′)∈T}.
Thus, N ∗ is event-reduced. We state now the central de2nitions of regions and
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Fig. 1. Two regions of a graph.
separation by regions on which relies the characterization of graphs isomorphic to
reachable state graphs of marked Petri nets.
Denition 2.1 (Regions). A region of G=(S; E; T; s0) is a pair (; •) made of two
maps  : S→N and • :E→N such that (i) (s)¿•(e) whenever s e→ in G, and
(ii) there exists a map  :E→Z such that (e) + •(e)¿0 and (s) + (e)= (s′)
whenever (s e→ s′) in G. The map  is called the justifying map for (; •).
Example 2.2. A reachable graph and two regions of this graph are depicted in Fig. 1.
Regions are indicated by labelling nodes s with (s) and by relabelling arcs (s e→ s′)
with •(e). The 2rst region is justi2ed by the map (a)= − 1, (r)= 0, while the
second region is justi2ed by the map (a)= 0, (r)= 1.
Denition 2.3 (Separated graphs). A graph G=(S; E; T; s0) is separated if the follow-
ing axioms are satis2ed for every s; s′ ∈ S and e∈E:
(SSA) s = s′⇒ (s) = (s′) for some region (; •), (ESSA) ¬ (s e→ ) ⇒ (s)¡
•(e) for some region (; •). A subset of regions containing enough elements to
witness the satisfaction of both axioms is called an admissible set of regions.
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Fig. 2. A Petri net realization of the graph.
Example 2.4 (Continued). The two regions depicted in Fig. 1 form an admissible
subset: the 2rst region separates states on each vertical line, and it explains moreover
why no transition occurs from the bottom states; the second region separates states
on each horizontal line. The Petri net derived from this admissible subset of regions,
shown in Fig. 2, is a minimal realization of the graph depicted in Fig. 1.
Theorem 2.5. An event-reduced graph is isomorphic to the reachable state graph of
some marked Petri net if and only if it satis6es the separation axioms SSA and
ESSA. An event-reduced graph may be realized by a 6nite Petri net if and only if it
shows a 6nite admissible subset of regions.
This theorem was established in [11]; we, nevertheless, state an explicit proof below,
for it may help understanding the paper.
Proof. In order to show that every graph realized by a marked Petri net is sepa-
rated, it suIces to observe that every place p of a net N =(P; E; F;M0) determines
an induced region of N ∗, such that (M)=M (p) for any marking M ∈RS(N ) and
•(e)=F(p; e) for every event e. The justifying map (e)=F(e; p)−F(p; e) 2ts actu-
ally with De2nition 2.1; SSA holds from the de2nition of markings, and ESSA holds,
for it expresses merely that an event with concession at M may be 2red at M . The
proof for the other direction is slightly more diIcult. Given an event-reduced graph
G=(S; E; T; s0), assumed to be separated, let P be an admissible subset of regions
of G and let N =(P; E; F;M0) be the marked net derived as follows. For any region
p=(; •) in the admissible set P and for every event e∈E, let F(p; e)= •(e) and
F(e; p)= (e) + •(e) where  is the justifying map for p; also let M0(p)= (s0). In
order to establish the theorem, it suIces to show that G and N ∗ are isomorphic graphs.
By de2nition, N ∗=(RS(N ); E; T;M0), where (M
e→M ′)∈T if and only if M ∈RS(N )
and M [e¿M ′. De2ne ∼ ⊆ (S×RS(N )) such that s∼M if and only if (s)=M (p)
for all regions p=(; •)∈P. From this de2nition, relation ∼ is injective. From SSA,
as P is an admissible set, ∼−1 is injective. Observing that s0∼M0, that G and N ∗
are reachable, and that N ∗ is deterministic, it suIces to show that ∼ is a bisim-
ulation. Suppose s∼M . If s e→ in G then by de2nition of regions, (s)¿•(e) for
any p=(; •)∈P; thus M (p)¿F(p; e) and M [ e¿ in N . Conversely, if M [ e¿ in
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N then by de2nition of the 2ring rule, M (p)¿F(p; e) for any p=(; •)∈P; thus
(s)¿•(e). As P is an admissible subset of regions of G, it follows that s e→ in G.
We let the reader verify that s∼M , s e→ s′ and M e→M ′ entail s′∼M ′.
3. Regions, cycles and spanning trees
Extending to in2nite graphs the approach followed in [2], we will characterize regions
in graphs in terms of cycles and spanning trees. The characterization thus obtained is
generally not eJective; it will be re2ned subsequently to an eJective characterization of
regions in context-free graphs. In the sequel, G=(S; E; T; s0) is a 2xed event-reduced
graph, 2nite or in2nite.
To begin with, we recall some notations and de2nitions about graphs. Let @0; @1 :
T → S and  :T →E map the arcs of G to their respective source, target, and label.
A 0-chain is a map from S to Z. A 1-chain is a map from T to Z. A 1-chain is
2nite if it evaluates to 0 almost everywhere. The restriction of the 1-chain c on the
subset of arcs T ′ is the 1-chain c′ such that c′(t)= c (t) for t ∈T ′ and c′(t)= 0 for
t ∈T \T ′. A node occurs on the 1-chain c if it is the source or target of an arc t such
that c (t) =0. Let @ be the map from 1-chains to 0-chains such that, for c :T →Z and
s∈ S, @ (c)(s)= ∑{c (t) | @1(t)= s} −∑{c (t) | @0(t)= s}. A cycle of G is a 1-chain
c such that @(c) is the null map. A spanning tree for G is a connected subgraph
(S; E;; s0) – thus ⊆T – with no cycle except the null map. The remaining arcs in
T\ are the chords. The Parikh vector of the 1-chain c is the map  (c) :E→Z such
that  (c)(e)=
∑{c(t) | (t)= e} for e∈E.
Lemma 3.1. A map  :E→Z justi6es a region (; •) of G if and only if
(i) (e) + •(e)¿0 for all e∈E; and
(ii) the scalar products  · @(c) and  ·  (c) are equal for any 6nite 1-chain c.
Proof. By linearity,  · @(c)=  ·  (c) for every 2nite 1-chain c if and only if  · @(t)=
·  (t) for every arc t ∈T . Now  · @(t)= (@1(t)) − (@0(t)) and  ·  (t)= ((t)),
hence condition (ii) may be rewritten to (@0(t)) + ((t))= (@1(t)). This is one of
the requirements for justifying maps (see De2nition 2.1). The other requirement is
exactly condition (i).
From now on, let G′=(S; E;; s0) be a 2xed spanning tree for G; and for each
s∈ S, let cs be the (unique) 1-chain in this spanning tree such that @(cs)= s− s0. Thus
cs (t)∈{−1; 0; 1} for t ∈.
Proposition 3.2. A map  :E→Z justi6es regions of G if and only if
•  ·  (c)= 0 for every cycle c; and
•  ·  (cs) is uniformly bounded from below for s∈ S.
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When these conditions are satis6ed; the possible values (s0) and the possible weights
•(e) for regions (; •) justi6ed by  are jointly characterized by the conditions:
(i) (s0) +  ·  (cs)¿•(e) whenever s e→ in G;
(ii) (e) + •(e)¿0 for all e∈E.
Proof. (⇒) Let (; •) be a region of G, justi2ed by a map  :E→Z. For every cycle
c of G, @(c)= 0 by de2nition of cycles, and hence  ·  (c)= 0 by Lemma 3.1. For any
node s∈ S, (s)−(s0)=  ·  (cs) by Lemma 3.1, hence − (s0) is a lower bound for
 ·  (cs). Condition (i) may be rewritten to (s e→)⇒ (s)¿•(e), i.e. to condition (i)
in De2nition 2.1. Condition (ii) follows trivially from condition (ii) in De2nition 2.1.
(⇐) One can clearly choose •(e)∈N for each e∈E such that condition (ii) is
satis2ed. Assume adequate values have been 2xed. As E is 2nite and non-empty and
G is event-reduced, and considering that  ·  (cs) is uniformly bounded from below,
 ·  (cs) − •(e) reaches a minimum in Z when e ranges over E and s ranges over
the nodes such that s e→ in G. Therefore, one can certainly choose (s0)∈N such
that condition (i) is satis2ed. Assume an adequate value has been 2xed for (s0).
This de2nition extends to a unique map  : S→Z such that  · @(cs)=  ·  (cs) for all
s∈ S. Thus, (s)= (s0) +  ·  (cs). Condition (i) ensures that (s)¿•(e) whenever
s e→ in G, i.e. condition (i) in De2nition 2.1. Let us now establish condition (ii)
in De2nition 2.1, requiring that  · @(t)=  ·  (t) for every arc t ∈T . We proceed in
separate ways for the arcs of the spanning tree and for the chords.
Considering that an arc t of the spanning tree such that @0(t)= s and @1(t)= s′ may
be expressed as the diJerence cs′ − cs, the relation  · @(t)=  ·  (t) follows directly
from the de2nition (s)= (s0)+ ·  (cs) for the arcs t ∈. For each chord t ∈T \,
there exists in G a unique cycle ct such that ct (t′)= 1 for t′= t, ct (t′)∈{−1; 0; 1}
for t′ ∈, and ct (t′)= 0 elsewhere. The cycle ct is called the fundamental cycle of G
determined by chord t. Let c be the 1-chain of G′ de2ned as c= ct − t; thus c+ t is a
cycle and @(c)+@(t)= 0. Let @0(t)= s and @1(t)= s′, hence @(c)= s−s′. As c is a chain
of the spanning tree G′, @(c)= s − s′ entails c= cs − cs′ . The following relations are
therefore satis2ed:  · @(t)= −  · @(c)=  ·(@(cs′) − @(cs))=  · @(cs′) −  · @(cs)=
 ·  (cs′) −  ·  (cs)=  ·( (cs′) −  (cs)). Considering that cs − cs′ + t is a cycle,
 ·  (cs − cs′ + t)= 0 by the hypothesis on . Thus  ·( (cs′) −  (cs))=  ·  (t), and
 · @(t)=  ·  (t) as was to show.
In order to conclude the proof, it remains to show that  : S→N , i.e. that (s)¿0
for all s∈ S. Since any node is the source or target of some arc, this follows from (i)
for source nodes s, and this follows similarly from (i) and (ii) taken jointly for target
nodes s′ such that s e→ s′.
The above proposition may be re2ned, without loss of generality, by restricting the
condition on cycles to bear upon fundamental cycles ct (de2nition given in the proof).
It is well known that the collection of all fundamental cycles ct forms a basis for the
2nite cycles of G, which means that any 2nite cycle c of G writes in a unique way as
a linear combination
∑
t zt ct where t ranges over T \, zt ∈Z and zt =0 for almost
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every t (see e.g. [4] or [17]). It follows that the Parikh-vectors of 2nite cycles are the
2nite linear combinations  (c)=
∑
t zt (ct). Requiring  ·  (c)= 0 for all cycles c is
thus equivalent to requiring  ·  (ct)= 0 for fundamental cycles ct .
Summing up, it has been shown that the regions of G may be characterized from
the following:
• a map sending each node s∈ S to the integer vector  (cs)∈ (E→Z),
• a map sending each chord t ∈ (T \) to the integer vector  (ct),
• a map sending each node s∈ S to the ready-set (s)= {e | s e→}:
We will show that such in2nite data reduce to 2nite and computable data in the special
case of context-free graphs, yielding an eJective characterization of regions suitable for
synthesis algorithms.
4. Context-free graphs
A context-free graph is a rooted graph of 2nite degree such that, by removing all
nodes within 2xed distances from the root, one obtains on the whole a 2nite number
of types of isomorphic connected components [20]. MLuller and Schupp have shown
that context-free graphs coincide with transition graphs of pushdown automata. This
result was re2ned by Caucal who showed that transition graphs of pushdown automata
coincide in an eJective way with rooted graphs of 2nite degree generated from deter-
ministic graph grammars [7]. We will decide on the Petri net realization of context-free
graphs. A workable representation of context-free graphs is needed for this purpose.
Borrowing from [7], we recall below the representation obtained from uniform graph
grammars.
Denition 4.1 (Deterministic graph grammar). Let F be a 2nite set of non-terminal
symbols with positive arities, let E be a set of terminal symbols with arity two (disjoint
from F), and let X be a set of node variables (xi). A (terminal or non-terminal)
hyperarc is a word gx1 : : : xar(g) headed by a (terminal or non-terminal) symbol g with
arity ar(g). A hypergraph is a non-empty set of hyperarcs. A deterministic graph
grammar on (F; E; X ) is a set of productions fx1 : : : xar(f)→Hf, one for each f∈F ,
such that Hf is a 2nite hypergraph and xi = xj for i = j. Variables occurring on the left
of productions are bound variables. The other variables are free variables.
In the sequel, we identify without saying a graph (S; E; T ) with the associated hy-
pergraph T on (∅; E; S), where each arc s e→ s′ is represented as a hyperarc ess′. A
deterministic graph grammar G produces from any 2nite hypergraph $0 a series of
hypergraphs $n as follows. Let $n+1 be derived from $n by substituting for every hyper-
arc fx′1 : : : x
′
k matching a production fx1 : : : xk →Hf a hypergraph Hf [x′i =xi] i= 1;:::; k [x′′j =
xj]j= k+1;:::;l in which each free variable xj of the production is replaced by a fresh node
variable x′′j . By taking for each n the induced restriction of $n on the arcs (i.e. the
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hyperarcs ex1x2 labeled by terminal symbols e∈E), one forms an increasing sequence
of 2nite graphs Gn. The graph generated by G from $0 is the limit G=
⋃
n Gn of this
sequence.
Theorem 4.2 (Caucal). Transition graphs of pushdown automata coincide with reach-
able graphs of 6nite degree generated by deterministic graph grammars; the corre-
spondence is e;ective in both directions; further; one may impose on the axiom $0
to be a unary hyperarc f0x0 such that x0 matches the initial con6guration of the
automaton.
Denition 4.3 (Uniform grammars). A deterministic graph grammar is uniform if the
following conditions on the arcs and hyperarcs of Hf are satis2ed for every production
fx1 : : : xk →Hf:
(1) each bound variable xi occurs on some arc and it does not occur on the non-
terminal hyperarcs;
(2) at least one bound variable xi occurs on each arc;
(3) every free variable occurring in Hf occurs on some arc;
(4) in each non-terminal hyperarc, and in each pair of distinct non-terminal hyperarcs,
all the occurrences of free variables are distinct.
Proposition 4.4 (Caucal). A deterministic graph grammar generating a non-empty
connected graph of 6nite degree from a 6xed axiom $0 may be transformed to a
uniform grammar generating the identical graph from $0.
One may impose w.l.o.g. on a uniform grammar G that distinct productions have
disjoint sets of free variables, and that each non-terminal symbol f∈F occurs at most
once on the right of each production. A convenient presentation of the generated graph
G is then obtained. Denote by X the set of free variables of the grammar, and let
f0x0 be the axiom. If one sets apart the root of the graph, matched by the variable
x0, each node at depth k + 1 may be coded by a word f0 : : : fk x (with fi ∈F and
x∈X) explaining where the node comes from: for all i¡k, fi+1 occurs in Hfi , and
x occurs in Hfk . The pre2x f0 : : : fk identi2es the branch of the derivation tree which
was followed for producing the node f0 : : : fk x (this identi2cation is non-ambiguous
because the grammar is deterministic and each non-terminal symbol f occurs at most
once in each hypergraph on the right-hand side of a production); the suIx x identi2es
the node among all fresh nodes produced simultaneously when replacing fk by Hfk .
Conditions (1) and (2) in De2nition 4.3 entail therefore that for any arc s e→ s′ in
G, {s; s′}= {x0; f0 x} or {(fx; (ff′x′} or {(fx; (fx′} with x; x′ ∈X, (∈F∗, and
f;f′ ∈F . This way of representing graphs is adopted in the next section, where all
uniform grammars are supposed to conform to the above speci2cations. For the sake
of illustration, a typical example is shown below. This example will be continued
throughout the paper.
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Fig. 3. A context-free graph G.
Example 4.5. Let G be the uniform grammar with productions as follows (x′ and x′′
are bound variables, x1 to x9 are free variables):
f0 x′→{ax′x1; rx′x2; f1 x1x2},
f1 x′x′′→{ax′x3; f2 x3; rx′x4; ax′′x4; rx′′x5; f1 x4x5},
f2 x′→{bx′x6; ex7x′; f3 x6x7},
f3 x′x′′→{cx′x′′; bx′x8; ex9x′; dx9x′′; f3 x8x9}.
The graph G produced from f0 x0 is depicted in Fig. 3.
5. Regions of context-free graphs
Relying on uniform grammars, we will re2ne the characterization of regions given
in Section 3 to an eJective characterization of the regions of a context-free graph.
This amounts to show that, given a graph G=(S; E; T; s0) produced from a uniform
grammar G, and given a spanning tree G′=(S; E;; s0) produced from a simpli2ed
grammar G′, such that every arc in  connects nodes at diJerent depths in G, one can
construct:
(1) a 2nite set $ of generators for the Parikh-vectors of cycles in G,
(2) a 2nite automaton A such that G′ may be folded onto A in such a way that the
rooted paths of G′ are sent bijectively to the runs of A and that all nodes s∈ S
sent to the same state of A have the same ready-set in G.
These two items capture exactly the information we need on a context-free graph for
deciding on its realization by Petri nets.
Let G be a uniform grammar on (F; E; X ) with productions fx1 : : : xar(f) → Hf, let
X⊆X be the set of free variables of G, and let G=(S; E; T; s0) be the graph produced
by G from the axiom f0x0. Thus, a node ( x∈ S such that (=f0 : : : fk and x∈X is
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at distance k +1 from the root s0 = x0, and the restriction of G on the subset of nodes
s′=((′x′ with ( as a left factor is determined by fk up to isomorphism of graphs.
For more accuracy, let us introduce special operators on graphs.
Denition 5.1. Given a graph G′=(S ′; E′; T ′) such that S ′⊆F∗X, and a word (∈F∗,
let G′≺( (resp. G′() be the induced restriction of G′ on the nodes (′x such that
(′6( (resp. (′¿(). Similarly, let G′=(=(S ′=(; E′; T ′=() be the isomorphic copy
of G′( such that ((′x∈ S ′ is mapped by the isomorphism to (′x∈ S ′=(; and let
( ·G′=(( · S ′; E′; ( ·T ′) be the isomorphic copy of G′ such that (′x∈ S ′ is mapped
by the isomorphism to ((′x∈( · S ′.
Coming back to the context-free graph G=(S; E; T; s0), one can observe that G=( is
determined exactly by the last symbol in (, meaning that G=(=G=(′ whenever ( and
(′ end with the same f∈F (and there exists actually nodes ( x; (′ x′ ∈ S). Considering
the extra conditions we have posed on uniform grammars, one can observe that the
ready-set of a node s=( x in G is totally determined by the free variable x∈X.
The ready-set (x)=(s) of the node s=( x may be computed from the (unique)
hypergraph Hf in which x occurs and the (unique) hypergraph Hf′ , if it exists, such
that f′ : : : x : : : ∈Hf.
Owing to these observations, computing from G a regular tree G′ spanning G and
folding it to a 2nite automaton is straightforward. One introduces for this purpose a
modi2ed grammar G′ with productions fx1 : : : xar(f)→H ′f in bijective correspondence
with the productions fx1 : : : xar(f)→Hf of G. For each f∈F , H ′f is a subset of Hf,
containing all the non-terminal hyperarcs and containing no terminal arc between bound
variables, such that each variable x∈X free in Hf occurs on exactly one arc in H ′f
( exy or eyx where e∈E and y∈X \X). Let G′=(S; E;; s0) be the graph derived
from f0x0 using grammar G′, then G′ is a tree that spans G, every arc in  connects
nodes at diJerent depths in G, and G′ is a regular tree since G′=( is determined exactly
by the last symbol in (.
Example 5.2 (Continued). Let G′ be the grammar with the productions:
f0 x′→{ax′x1; rx′x2; f1 x1x2},
f1 x′x′′→{ax′x3; f2 x3; ax′′x4; rx′′x5; f1 x4x5},
f2 x′→{bx′x6; ex7x′; f3 x6x7},
f3 x′x′′→{bx′x8; dx9x′′; f3 x8x9}.
The tree G′ produced from f0 x0 is depicted in Fig. 4.
All nodes ( x that end with the same variable x are roots of isomorphic subtrees,
because x determines the last symbol fk in (. Therefore, G′ may be folded to a
2nite automaton with set of states {x0}∪X. Let A=({x0}∪X; E ∪E−; -; x0) where
E−= {−e | e∈E} and - is the set of transitions as follows (with x; x′ ∈X and e∈E):
• let x0 e→ x′ (resp. x0 −e−→ x′) be a transition of A if x0 is bound to y in Hf0 and eyx′
(resp. ex′y) is an arc in H ′f0 ;
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Fig. 4. A spanning tree G′.
Fig. 5. The folding of G′.
• let x e→ x′ (resp. x −e−→ x′) in A if some hyperarc f : : : x : : : occurs in G such that x
is bound to y in Hf and eyx′ (resp. ex′y) is an arc in H ′f.
The regular tree G′ may be folded to A by mapping the arc ( x e→(′ x′ to the transition
x e→ x′ or to the transition x −e−→ x′ according to (′=(f or (=(′ f. Since the ready-
set of s=( x is totally determined by x, all nodes ( x sent to a common state x have
the same ready-set in G.
Example 5.3 (Continued). The spanning tree G′ from Fig. 4 folds to the 2nite au-
tomaton A depicted in Fig. 5, with the following ready-sets relative to the original
graph G from Fig. 3: (x0)=(x1)=(x2)=(x4)=(x5)= {a; r}, (x3)= {b},
(x6)=(x8)= {b; c}, (x7)= {e}, (x9)= {d; e}.
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Fig. 6. The possible forms of a fundamental cycle ct .
It remains to show that rooted paths of G′ are sent bijectively to runs of A. If two
diJerent paths were sent to the same run of A, there would exist in G′ terminal arcs
ess′ and ess′′ (or es′s and es′′s) such that s=(fx, s′=(ff′x′, and s′′=(ff′′x′ with
f′ = f′′. Since distinct productions have disjoint sets of free variables, this case is
not possible: if x′ occurs both in H ′f′ and in H
′
f′′ then necessarily f
′=f′′. Rooted
paths of G′ are therefore mapped injectively to runs of A. In order to show that the
mapping is surjective, we suppose for contradiction that some rooted path in G′ with
target node (fx cannot be extended by any arc (fx e→(ff′x′ (resp. reversed arc
(fx e←(ff′x′) even though x e→ x′ (resp. x −e→ x′) is a transition of A. As x occurs in
Hf and x
e→ x′ (resp. x −e→ x′), there must exist a hyperarc f′: : : x : : : ∈Hf such that x is
bound to y in Hf′ and eyx′ (resp. ex′y) is an arc in H ′f′ . Thus, (fx
e→(ff′x′ (resp.
(fx e←(ff′x′) is an arc in G′. It follows by an induction on the length of runs that
every run of A is the image of a rooted path in G′. Therefore, the automaton A ful2ls
all the requirements.
Let us now start considering cycles and their Parikh-vectors. We saw that the
Parikh-vector of a 2nite cycle c of G may always be written as a linear combina-
tion  (c)=
∑
t zt  (ct), where ct is the fundamental cycle determined by the chord
t and zt =0 for almost all chords. A fundamental cycle ct may be identi2ed, up to
the orientation 2xed by the chord t, with the subgraph of G with the set of arcs
Ct = {t′ | t′ ∈T ∧ (ct (t′)= 1 ∨ ct (t′)= − 1)}. This identi2cation is often used in the
sequel without explicit mentioning. If one abstracts also from the directions of the
arcs, there remains three possible forms for fundamental cycles ct , shown in Fig. 6.
In order to obtain a 2nite set of generators for Parikh-vectors of arbitrary cycles, we
must further decompose fundamental cycles ct as shown in Fig. 7. The idea is to cut
fundamental cycles into slices delimited by similar pairs of nodes at constant depth,
where the similarity type of the node (x is x.
Denition 5.4. A cycle ct with two pairs of distinct nodes ((fx; (fx′) and ((f(′fx;
(f(′fx′) is said to be reducible. The restriction of ct on the subset of arcs with source
and target in the subset of nodes {(′′x′′ |(f6(′′6(f(′f} is a slice of ct (hence
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Fig. 7. A slice in a fundamental cycle.
slices are 1-chains like cycles). A slice is irreducible if no proper restriction of this
slice is a slice.
Lemma 5.5. Let ((fx; (fx′) and ((f(′fx; (f(′fx′) be two pairs of distinct nodes
on a fundamental cycle ct ; then the set of arcs (Ct ≺(f)∪(f · (Ct =(f(′f) is a
fundamental cycle.
Proof. As G=(f=G=(f(′f, the considered set of arcs is a cycle of G. Let @ 0(t)=(
f(′f(′′x′′ and @ 1(t)=(f(′f(′′′x′′′. As G=(f=G=(f(′f, this cycle must con-
tain an arc t′ such that @ 0(t′)=(f(′′x′′, @ 1(t′)=(f(′′′x′′′, and (t′)= (t). As
G′=(f=G′=(f(′f, t′ is a chord of G and the considered cycle contains no other
chord of G, hence it is a fundamental cycle.
Lemma 5.6. Parikh-vectors of slices of fundamental cycles are Parikh-vectors of
cycles.
Proof. Let ((fx; (fx′) and ((f(′fx; (f(′fx′) be two pairs of distinct nodes on a
fundamental cycle ct , then ct may be written as a sum (of 1-chains) ct =(ct ≺(f) +
c + (ct (f(′f) with terms as follows: c is the slice of ct delimited by these
nodes (thus @(c)=(fx′ −(f(′fx′ +(f(′fx−(fx or the opposite), while ct ≺(f
and ct (f(′f are the induced restrictions of ct on the respective subsets of arcs
Ct ≺(f and Ct (f(′f (de2ned with (ct ≺ (f)(t′)= ct(t′) if t′ ∈ (Ct ≺(f) or
0 otherwise, and (ct (f(′f)(t′)= ct(t′) if t′ ∈ (Ct (f(′f) or 0 otherwise). As
G=(f=G=(f(′f, the set of arcs ((Ct ≺(f)∪(f· (Ct=(f(′f)) determines a cy-
cle. This second cycle writes as a sum (ct ≺(f) + c′ with c′(t′) =0 if and only if
t′ ∈(f· (Ct=(f(′f). As the diJerence of two cycles, c− c′+(ct (f(′f) is a cycle
c′′. As a shift of (ct (f(′f), c′ has a Parikh-vector  (c′) identical with the Parikh-
vector of (ct (f(′f). Therefore  (c)=  (c)−  (c′) +  (c′) is the Parikh-vector of
the cycle c′′.
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Fig. 8. An illustration for Lemma 5.6.
Example 5.7 (Continued). Let t=f0f1f2f3f3f3x9
e→f0f1f2f3f3x8 in G (Fig. 3),
hence t is a chord of G′ (Fig. 4). The pairs of nodes ((fx; (fx′) and ((ffx; (ffx′)
de2ned with (=f0f1f2; f=f3; x= x8, and x′= x9 delimit a slice c of ct . The con-
struction of a cycle c′′ such that  (c)=  (c′′) as indicated in the proof of Lemma 5.6
is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Proposition 5.8. Parikh-vectors of cycles are generated by Parikh-vectors of irre-
ducible cycles and irreducible slices of fundamental cycles.
Proof. Parikh-vectors of cycles are linear combinations
∑
t zt (ct) of Parikh-vectors
of fundamental cycles. By Lemma 5.5 and its proof,  (ct) may be expressed as a
2nite sum  (ct′) +
∑
i  (ci) where ct′ is irreducible and the ci’s are irreducible slices
of ct .
At this stage, one may observe that an irreducible cycle ct has at most 2× h nodes
with h=(1 + |F | × |X|2). Considering that two cycles ct and ct′ such that ct =( · ct′
have the same Parikh-vector (because Ct and Ct′ are isomorphic labelled graphs),
Parikh-vectors of irreducible cycles form a 2nite set. This 2nite set may actually be
computed. For this purpose, it suIces to proceed as follows for each possible axiom
f : : : x : : : with f∈F and x∈X: derive from the axiom a graph Gh of bounded depth h
using grammar G; derive from the axiom a spanning tree G′h for Gh using grammar G
′;
list the irreducible cycles of Gh with respect to G′h. This takes 2nite time since there
are 2nitely many axioms to consider. One may proceed in a similar way for irreducible
slices of fundamental cycles, but replacing h by 3× h. Gathering all the Parikh-vectors
listed at either stage, one obtains a 2nite set {01; : : : ; 0n}⊂(E→Z), such that every
Parikh-vector of a cycle writes as a linear combination
∑
j (zj 0j) with zj ∈Z. These
integral vectors may not be linearly independent in the rational vector space. If not,
Gaussian elimination may be used to extract from this set a maximal subset of linearly
independent vectors $= {01; : : : ; 0p}. In the sequel, vectors 0∈ (E→Z) are written as
formal sums 0=
∑
e 0(e) · e where e ranges over E.
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Fig. 9. The irreducible cycles of G w.r.t. G′.
Example 5.9 (Continued). The irreducible cycles of G (see Fig. 3) w.r.t. the spanning
tree G′ (see Fig. 4) are depicted in Fig. 9. The respective Parikh-vectors are from left
to right: 0; b + c + e; b + d; 2b + c + d + e, and 2b + 2d. There is one irreducible
slice, determined by nodes with similarity types x8 and x9, with Parikh-vector b + d.
After eliminating the linear dependences, one obtains $= {b+ c + e; b+ d}.
We are in a position to state a simpli2ed form of the net realization problem for
context-free graphs, using the results from Sections 2 and 3 and the special data elab-
orated in this section. Starting from an event-reduced graph G=(S; E; T; s0) de2ned by
a graph grammar, we have obtained:
(1) a 2nite set of vectors $= {01; : : : ; 0p} generating Parikh-vectors of cycles of G up
to an integer multiplication,
(2) a 2nite automaton A=(X; E ∪E−; -; x0) with runs in bijection with the rooted paths
of a tree G′ spanning G, such that  (cs)= 11 + · · · + 1n for a path cs from s0 to
s with associated run 2(cs)= x0
11−→ x1 : : : 1n−→ xn,
(3) a map  :X →P(E) such that s e→ in G⇔ e∈(xn) where xn is the target state
of the run 2(cs).
Using these data, a specialized version of Proposition 3.2 may be stated for context-free
graphs. Let 2 range over Runs(A), the set of runs of A, with typical run 2= x0
11−→
x1 : : :
1n−→ xn. Extending the notation, let @1(2)= xn and  (2)= 11 + · · ·+ 1n.
Proposition 5.10. A map  : E→Z justi6es regions of G if and only if
•  · 0=0 for every 0∈$; and
•  ·  (2) is uniformly bounded from below for 2∈Runs(A).
When these conditions are satis6ed; the possible values (s0) and the possible weights
•(e) for regions (; •) justi6ed by  are characterized by
(i) (s0) +  ·  (2)¿ •(e) whenever e∈(@1(2));
(ii) (e) + •(e)¿0 for all e∈E.
Theorem 2.5 may 2nally be specialized as follows, relying on Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 5.11. G is isomorphic to the reachable state graph of a 6nite Petri net if
and only if there exists a 6nite set of regions (i; •i), justi6ed by corresponding
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maps i, such that the following axioms hold for all runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A) and for
every event e∈E:
(SSA) 2 = 2′⇒ i ·  (2) = i ·  (2′) for some i;
(ESSA) e =∈(@1(2))⇒ i(s0) + i ·  (2)¡ •i(e) for some i.
6. The polyhedral cone of regions
Postponing the search of decision procedures for states separation and for event-state
separation, we re2ne Proposition 5.10 by showing that regions are all integral vectors
of a polyhedral cone in the rational vector space. The generators of this cone may be
computed from $ and A. In order to prepare the computation, we decompose runs of
A into direct runs and round trips.
Denition 6.1. A run 2 is direct if no state x is visited twice. A round trip is a
sequence of transitions x′0
11−→ x′1 : : : 1n−→ x′n (where possibly x0 = x′0) such that x′0 = x′n
and (x′i = x
′
j ∧ i¡j)⇒ (i=0 ∧ j= n).
Direct runs and round trips form respective 2nite sets 4(A)= {51; : : : ; 5q} and 7(A)
= {!1; : : : ; !r}. Each 2nite run may be decomposed into a direct run and a 2nite
multiset of round trips. Thus, the Parikh-vector of a run 2∈Runs(A) may be written
as a 2nite sum  (2)=  (5) +
∑
j nj (!j) where 5∈4(A) and nj ∈N for 16j6r.
Conversely, there exists for each round trip !∈7(A) some direct run 5∈4(A) such
that 5!n ∈Runs(A) for all n∈N. The following proposition should therefore be clear.
Proposition 6.2. A map  : E→Z justi6es regions of G if and only if
•  · 0=0 for every 0∈$; and
•  ·  (!)¿0 for every !∈7(A).
When these conditions are satis6ed; the possible values (s0) and the possible weights
•(e) for regions (; •) justi6ed by  are characterized by
(i) (s0) +  ·  (5)¿ •(e) for 5∈4(A) and e∈(@1(5));
(ii) (e) + •(e)¿0 for all e∈E.
A region (; •) with justifying map  may be represented as an integral vector
(; •; 9) with 9= (s0). Let N and • N range over rational vectors in the vector space
E→Q, and let N9 range over Q. By Proposition 6.2, a vector (; •; 9) represents a
region if and only if it is an integral solution of the 2nite linear system with equations
and inequalities as follows:
N · 0=0 (for each 0∈$),
N ·  (!)¿0 (for each !∈7(A)),
N9+ N ·  (5)− • N(e)¿0 (for each 5∈4(A) and for each e∈(@1(5)),
N(e) + • N(e)¿0 and • N(e)¿0 (for each e∈E), N9¿0.
These linear homogeneous equations and inequalities de2ne a polyhedral cone in the
rational vector space. By the Farkas–Minkowski–Weyl theorem, this cone is 2nitely
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generated (see [24, pp. 85–87]). A set of generating vectors may actually be computed
by Chernikova’s algorithm [8]. Thus, the solutions of the system are all non-negative
linear combinations
(N; • N; N9) =
m∑
i=1
qi × (Ni; • Ni; N9i)
with coeIcients qi ∈Q+ of a 2nite set of rational vectors (Ni; • Ni; N9i) computable from
$; 4(A); and 7(A). The generated cone does not change under the multiplication of
generators by positive numbers, hence one may assume w.l.o.g. that the generating set
is a family of integral vectors
P = {(i; •i; 9i) | 16i6m}:
The regions of G are then all integral vectors in the rational cone cone(P) generated
by P. Generators (i; •i; 9i) will play a crucial role for deciding upon separation: since
every region in cone(P) is a non-negative linear combination of the regions in P, the
separation axioms are satis2ed if and only if each instance of these axioms is satis2ed
by some region in P.
It is important to remark that two regions of G which are represented by two opposite
vectors must both be equal to the trivial region represented by the null vector (this
follows from De2nition 2.1 using the hypothesis that G is event-reduced). The cone of
regions is thus a pointed cone; hence the generating set P must coincide with the set
of all extremal rays, and it is de2ned uniquely (up to scalar multiplication of vectors
by positive integers). Regions in the set P deserve therefore to be designated as the
canonical regions of G. The Petri net synthesized from all canonical regions may be
designated likewise as the canonical Petri net synthesized from G.
Example 6.3 (Continued). In our example, where E= {a; b; c; d; e; r}, the cone of re-
gions is de2ned by the reduced set of equations and inequalities:
(b) + (c) + (e)= 0; (b) + (d)= 0,
(b)¿0; (d)60; (r)¿0,
9− •(a)¿0; 9− •(r)¿0,
9+ (a)− •(a)¿0; 9+ (a)− •(r)¿0,
9+ 2(a)− •(b)¿0,
9+ 2(a) + (b)− •(c)¿0,
9+ 2(a)− (e)− •(e)¿0,
9+ 2(a)− (e)− (d)− •(d)¿0,
(1) + •(1)¿0 and •(1)¿0 for 1∈E,
9¿0.
This cone has 79 rays, which were computed with the help of the Polyhedral Library
[25]. Among these extremal rays are the 5 rays listed in Table 1. The family of all
extremal rays de2nes a marked Petri net with 79 places. The subnet of the canonical net
with places p1 to p5 is depicted in Fig. 10. The reader may verify that the reachable
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Table 1
Five extremal rays
a b c d e r •a •b •c •d •e •r 9
p1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2
p2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
p3 1 0 −2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
p4 0 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
p5 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Fig. 10. A synthesized net N .
state graph of this subnet, shown in Fig. 11, is in fact isomorphic to the context-free
graph G. The situation is similar for any larger subnet of the canonical net.
7. Deciding on event-state separation
From Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 6.2, the event-state separation axiom is satis2ed
in the context-free graph G if and only if, for every event e∈E and for every run 2
of the automaton A=(X; E ∪E−; -; x0) leading to a state x such that e =∈(x), there
exists in cone(P), or yet equivalently in P, some region (; •; 9) such that
9+  ·  (2)− •(e) ¡ 0: (1)
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Fig. 11. The reachable state graph of N .
Since X is 2nite, we can proceed separately with subsets of runs 2 with diJerent target
states x= @1(2). So let x be a 2xed state in X . The set of Parikh-vectors  (2) of runs
2∈Runs(A) such that x= @1(2) is equal to the set of Parikh-vectors  (w) of words
w accepted by the automaton Ax =(X; E ∪E−; -; x0; x) with x as the unique accepting
state. Since Ax is a 2nite automaton, this set is a semi-linear subset of E→Z and one




(ui + V ∗i );
where ui is a vector in (E→Z) and Vi is a 2nite set of vectors in (E→Z).
We recall that the linear set u+V∗, where V = {v1; : : : ; vq}, is the set of all vectors
u +
∑q
j= 1 njvj with coeIcients nj ∈N. The construction of semi-linear expressions
from 2nite automata on free commutative monoids is explained in [21, 22]. One may
also consult [18]. The construction may be extended to 2nite automata on arbitrary
commutative monoids. The correspondence between rational subsets and semi-linear
subsets is indeed eJective in any commutative monoid, and in particular in (E→Z)
[14, 23].
Since E is 2nite and Bx is a 2nite union of linear sets, we can proceed separately
with each event e∈E and with each linear subset ui + V∗i of Bx. Let e be a 2xed
event in E, such that e =∈(x), and let W = u+V∗ be a 2xed linear subset of Bx, with
V = {v1; : : : ; vq}. We should decide whether there exists for each tuple (n1; : : : ; nq) of
non-negative integers some canonical region (; •; 9) in P such that
9+  · u+
q∑
j=1
nj( · vj)− •(e) ¡ 0: (2)
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Claim 7.1. If there exists for each tuple of non-negative integers (n1; : : : ; nq) some
region (; •; 9)∈P such that inequality (2) is satis6ed; then there exists a region
(; •; 9)∈P such that inequality (2) is satis6ed for all (n1; : : : ; nq).
This claim is based on the following lemma and corollary.
Lemma 7.2.  · vj¿0 for any region (; •; 9)∈P and for every vj ∈V .
Proof. Suppose otherwise. By de2nition of Ax and Bx, for every n∈N, u+ nvj is the
Parikh-vector of some run 2n ∈Runs(A). Thus,  ·  (2) is not uniformly bounded from
below for 2∈Runs(A), contradicting Proposition 5.10.
Corollary 7.3. Let (; •; 9) be a region in P such that inequality (2) holds for
(n1; : : : ; nq); then it holds for all (n′1; : : : ; n
′
q) such that n
′
j6nj for all j.
Proof of Claim 7.1. Let P′⊆P be a subset of canonical regions such that for every tu-
ple (n1; : : : ; nq) inequality (2) is satis2ed for some region in P′, and let p=(; •; 9)∈P′.
We show that if P′ contains at least two regions, the supposed property of P′ holds
for a strictly smaller set P′′. As P is 2nite, the claim follows by induction on |P′|. We
proceed by case analysis.
If p does not contribute at all to the satisfaction of inequality (2), the property
assumed for P′ must hold for P′′=P′\{p}.
If all instances of inequality (2) are satis2ed by p, the property holds for P′′= {p}.
In the remaining cases, there must exist some tuple (n1; : : : ; nq) and some k∈{1; : : : ; q}
such that
9+  · u+
q∑
j=1
nj( · vj)− •(e) ¡ 0
and
9+  · u+
q∑
j=1
nj( · vj) +  · vk − •(e)¿0:
Thus necessarily  · vk¿0. As a consequence, whenever
9+  · u+
q∑
j=1
n′j( · vj)− •(e) ¡ 0
for some tuple (n′1; : : : ; n
′
q), there exists m∈N such that
9+  · u+
q∑
j=1
n′j( · vj) + m( · vk)− •(e)¿0:




k + m; n
′
k+1; : : : ; n
′
q).
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From the assumption on P′, there exists p′=(′ ; •′ ; 9′)∈P′ such that




′ · vj) + m(′ · vk)− •′(e) ¡ 0:
Therefore, by Lemma 7.2 and Corollary 7.3:




′ · vj)− •′(e) ¡ 0
and the supposed property of P′ holds for P′′=P′\{p}.
Proposition 7.4. A region (; •; 9)∈P solves all instances of the inequality (2) if
and only if 9+  · u− •(e)¡0 and  · vj =0 for every j∈{1; : : : ; q}.
Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 7.2.
It follows from Claim 7.1 that one may decide whether event-state separation holds
in G by checking canonical regions in the 2nite set P against the conditions of





Altogether, we have established the following.
Theorem 7.5. Given a context-free graph G; one may compute a 6nite set of canon-
ical regions P such that the event-state separation axiom ESSA is valid with respect
to regions of G if and only if it is valid with respect to regions in P; and one may
decide on the latter.
Example 7.6 (Continued). Let x= x9, then Bx =(2; 0; 0;−1;−1; 0)+{(0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1);
(0; 0; 0;−1; 0; 0)}∗ where events in E= {a; b; c; d; e; r} are enumerated in this order. We
search for a canonical region (; • ; 9) in P such that: 9+2(a)−(d)−(e)−•(c)¡0,
(d)= 0 and (r)= 0. These conditions hold for p3 in the table, hence event-state
separation holds in G for the event c at all nodes ending with x= x9.
8. Deciding on states separation
From Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 6.2, the states separation axiom is satis2ed in G
if and only if, for any two diJerent runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A), there exists in cone(P), or
equivalently in P, some region ( ; • ; 9) such that
9+  ·  (2) = 9+  ·  (2′): (3)
The decision we propose is cut in two stages. One decides 2rst whether any two
diJerent runs of A have diJerent Parikh-vectors. If this is the case one decides next
whether any two Parikh-vectors of diJerent runs  (2) and  (2′) are separated by some
canonical region ( ; • ; 9)∈P such that  ·  (2) =  ·  (2′).
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Both stages of the decision rely on the eJectiveness of boolean operations on semi-
linear subsets. The precise facts we use are the following. Semi-linear subsets of
(E→N) form an eJective boolean algebra, which means that their intersection and
complementation are computable [15]. Similarly, the intersection of semi-linear subsets
of (E→Z) is an eJective operation [23]. The construction given in [23] relies on a
lemma (improved from [15] and [14]) which has a consequence of independent inter-
est: solutions in (E→N) of a system of linear inequalities with coeIcients in Z form
a semi-linear set which may be computed [23].
As a preliminary to the decision, we construct from A=(X; E ∪E−; -; x0) a 2nite
automaton A./ recognizing the set of diJerences  (2)−  (2′) between Parikh-vectors
of diJerent runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A). The construction of A./ may appear superGuous since
a semi-linear expression of the set { (2) −  (2′) | 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A)} may be obtained
directly from A, but one cannot dispense with constructing a new automaton for decid-
ing whether the null vector belongs to the set { (2)− (2′) | 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A) ∧ 2 = 2′}.
When it is known that the two sets diJer, the latter may be computed from the former
by intersecting it with the set on non-zero vectors which is semi-linear. Constructing
A./ achieves more eIciently an equivalent result.
The set of states of A./ is X×X×{0; 1; 2; 3}. Each state (x; x′; i) represents the respec-
tive states x and x′ of two copies of A run independently and produces a comparison
between their respective runs 2 and 2′ as follows: i=0 if 2= 2′, 1 if 2 is longer than
2′, 2 if 2′ is longer than 2, and 3 if 2 = 2′ and both runs have identical length.
The alphabet of A./ is the subset of vectors C∈ (E→Z) such that the absolute
values |C(e)| of their entries add up to a sum bounded by 2. Each vector C measures
the diJerence added to  (2)− (2′) by 2ring at most one transition in each of the two
copies of A. For convenience, these vectors are denoted below as 0, 1, or 11−12 (where
1; 11; 12 ∈E ∪E− and e=−(−e) for all e∈E). Thus for instance, (−e1)−(−e2) denotes
the vector C such that C(e1)= −1, C(e2)= 1, and C(e)= 0 for the remaining events.
The initial state of A./ is (x0; x0; 0), meaning that both copies of A are in the initial
state. The accepting states of A./ are all states (x; x′; i) with i =0, meaning that the
runs of the two copies of A have already diverged (possibly by stopping one run and
continuing with the other).
The transitions of A./ derive from the transitions of A as follows. For all transi-
tions (x 1→ x′), (x1 11→ x′1), (x2 12→ x′2) in -, and for each state x′′ ∈X , let the transitions
described in Table 2 be transitions of A./.




(ui + V ∗i ):
This semi-linear expression and the 2nite set P of the canonical regions are adequate
data for deciding on states separation.
The 2rst stage of the decision is straightforward since the singleton set {0} is a
semi-linear subset of (E→Z) and the intersection of semi-linear subsets is eJective. It




0→ (x′; x′; 0)
(x; x; 0)
1→ (x′; x; 1)
(x1; x′′; 1)
11→ (x′1; x′′; 1)
(x; x; 0)
−1−→ (x; x′; 2)
(x′′; x2; 2)
−12−→ (x′′; x′2; 2)
(x1; x2; 0)
11−12−−−→ (x′1; x′2; 3) if 11 = 12 or x′1 = x′2
(x1; x2; 3)
11−12−−−→ (x′1; x′2; 3)
(x1; x′′; 3)
11→ (x′1; x′′; 1)
(x′′; x2; 3)
−12−→ (x′′; x′2; 2)
suIces to compute a semi-linear expression of B./ ∩{0} and to check that it is equal
to the null expression (the union of the empty family of linear subsets) to decide that
two diJerent runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A) have always diJerent Parikh-vectors. As condition
3 cannot be satis2ed when  (2)=  (2′), states separation is not valid in G if the
decision produces a negative answer.
Assuming that  (2) =  (2′) for any two diJerent runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A), we enter now
the second stage. Recall that B./ denotes the set of diJerences  (2) −  (2′) between
Parikh-vectors of diJerent runs 2; 2′ ∈Runs(A). One has to decide whether there exists
for each vector w∈B./ some canonical region ( ; • ; 9)∈P such that  ·w =0. Seeing
that B./ is a 2nite union of linear subsets, one can deal separately with each linear
subexpression.
Let W = u + V∗ be a linear subexpression of B./, with V = {v1; : : : ; vq}. One has to
decide whether there exists for each tuple (n1; : : : ; nq) of non-negative integers some




nj(i · vj) = 0: (4)












(n1; : : : ; nq) | i · u+
q∑
j=1
nj(i · vj)6− 1
}
:
Thus Ui is a semi-linear subset of Nq (as a union of two semi-linear sets). Since
semi-linear subsets of Nq form an eJective boolean algebra, one may compute a
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semi-linear expression of the set Nq\⋃qi=1 Ui. Checking that this expression is equal
to the null expression allows to decide that condition (4) may actually be satis2ed for
all (n1; : : : ; nq). Event-state separation is valid in G if and only if the answer to this
question is positive for all linear subexpressions u + V∗ of B./ = ⋃pk=1 (uk + V∗k ).
Altogether, we have established the following.
Theorem 8.1. Given a context-free graph G; one may compute a 6nite set of canon-
ical regions P such that the states separation axiom SSA is valid with respect to
regions of G if and only if it is valid with respect to regions in P; and one may
decide on the latter.
Example 8.2 (Continued). In our running example, B./ =  (L)∪ (− )(L) where L∈
Rat((E ∪E−)∗) is the language de2ned by the regular expression
(r + r−1)∗ (r + r−1 + (a+ a2 + b) b∗ + (a−1 + a−2 + b∗) ed∗ + dd∗):
By developping this expression, one obtains 9 (×2) linear subsets of B./. The summand
L1 = (r + r−1)∗ a−2ed∗ produces for instance the linear set
 (L1) = (−2; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0) + {(0; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0); (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1); (0; 0; 0; 0; 0;−1)}∗
One has therefore to decide whether there exists for each tuple (n1; n2; n3) of non-
negative integers some canonical region p=( ; • ; 9) in P such that
−2(a) + (e) + n1 × (e) + n2 × (r)− n3 × (r) = 0:
All instances of this relation are satis2ed when selecting p=p1 (or p=p5) from
Table 1.
9. Eliminating redundancy
From Theorems 2.5, 5.11, 7.5 and 8.1, one may decide on the Petri net realization
problem for the class of event-reduced context-free graphs, as our main purpose was
to show. However, we have not taken care of producing irredundant Petri net real-
izations of context-free graphs, as may be remarked from our example. Actually, the
decision method outlined in the last two sections contents itself with checking that the
whole set of canonical regions of the given graph is admissible. This weakness can
be remedied by eliminating redundant regions from P= {p1; : : : ; pm} according to an
iterative process. At the initialization of the process, let P0 =P. At the ith step in the
iteration, one checks whether Pi−1\{pi} is an admissible subset of regions, following
the procedure detailed in Sections 7 and 8. If this is the case one sets Pi =Pi−1\{pi}
for the next step in the iteration, else one sets Pi =Pi−1. The process halts with the
result Pm. From Theorem 5.11 and Proposition 6.2, the Petri net synthesized from the
subset of regions Pm is a minimal net realization of G: no proper subnet of this net is
a realization of G. Our 2nal result is therefore the following.
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Theorem 9.1. Given an event-reduced context-free graph; one may decide whether it
can be realized by some (6nite) Petri net; and one may compute in this case an
irredundant net realization of the graph.
10. Open questions
One can decide on the Petri net realization problem for context-free graphs. Could
one decide whether the reachable state graph of a net is context-free?
The state graph of Petri net is a synchronized product of state graphs of one-place
subnets, and these are context-free. Could one decide upon the net realization of a
synchronized product of context-free graphs? (a question by Caucal).
One can decide on Petri net realization for context-free graphs and for determinis-
tic context-free languages. Could one decide on Petri net realization for incomplete
speci6cations combining assertions on behaviours and assertions on states?
We designated the Petri nets which derive from the canonical regions of a context-
free graph as canonical nets. Do these nets enjoy special properties, and could their
construction be turned into a functor?
Extending the de2nition of regions and the construction of canonical nets in order to
take weighted inhibitor arcs into account is straightforward. Which decision problems
can be solved in this variant framework?
Answering some of these questions will be goal of further research.
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